ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE

BADGES  LOSE  BIG  PIT
OVER RULE  AMORoso  ATE
COLUMBUS  CARROLL  UNIX
ANTE  PASSTHE  SMELL  TEST
LULU  HOAR  YEARNS
CAM  POSSESS  PHI  THAT
AMIDST  HEE  BUENAS
FACET  JET  BUSHI  IDOCODE
ELEVATOR  PITCH  GENEMAP
GAYBARS  FOX  DANE
DEFTER  ENE  PSA  EMERGE
ISAY  TAT  MAURICE
MARSHAL  BUSINESS  LUNCH
SUMMERFLING  BAHINURE
BEAGLE  DAS  TSABIN
BIER  SAL  LITTERS  STS
BUSTER  BASH  QUAD
THROW  UNDER  THEBUSH  LOLA
EBAN  NEONOIR  CASTIRON
AYE  TATIANA  CLEANCUT
MEL  SLEDDOOG  DREADS
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